
ON ADDITIVE FUNCTIONALS1

N. A. FRIEDMAN AND M. KATZ

Let C(S) denote the class of bounded real-valued continuous func-

tions defined on a topological space 5. In [l] a generalization of the

Riesz representation theorem is proven for a class of additive func-

tional defined on C(S) where 5= [0, l]. This result was extended to

the case where 5 is a compact metric space in [2]. In this note we

show that the result also holds when S is a compact Hausdorff

space.

Let fEC=C(S). We define the norm of/ as ||/|| = maxsSs \f(s)\.

We shall say a functional <p defined on C is an additive functional if

4> satisfies the following three conditions:

(Cl) Continuity. For each e>0 and b>0 there exists 5 = ô(e, b)>0

such that 11/11 £b, \\g\\ úb, and ||/-g|| gS imply |0(/)-0(g)| =ge.
(C2) Boundedness. For each b>0 there exists B=B(b) such that

\\f\\ èb implies \<p(f)\^B.
(C3) Additivity. If /^,-0 then <p(Jx+h+f) =<P(fx+f)+<p(f*+f)

—<p(f). (C3) is the generalization of the measure theory equality

m(Ai \J A2\J A) = m(AiKJ A) + m(A2 W A) - m(A),

which holds when AiP\A2 = 0. In particular, ii<i>(0) =0, then letting

/ = 0 in (C3), we obtain (t>(fi+f2)=d>(fi)+(p(f2) when fif2 = 0. The
representation theorem is stated as follows.

Theorem. Let S be a compact Hausdorff space. Then d> is an additive

functional on C if and only if

4>(f) = f K(f(s), s)ß(ds),
J s

where

(i) ¡j. is a measure of finite variation defined on the Borel sets of S,

(ii) £(x, 5) is a measurable function of s for each x,

(iii) £(x, s) is a continuous function of x for fi — a.a.s.,

(iv) for each b>0 there exists H — H(b) such that \x\ ¿b implies

\K(x, s)\ ^¡Hfor n — a.a.s.

The proof of necessity follows as in [l]. The proof of sufficiency is

obtained by carrying over the proof in [2] by utilizing the analogy
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between the distance function in a metric space and the uniformity

which generates the topology on 5. We shall first introduce our nota-

tion and then give a brief outline of the proof. Since the complete

proof is rather long and is essentially unchanged once the appropriate

translation into uniformity notation has been made, we shall only

prove the initial lemmas in order to indicate the translation.

Let U he the uniformity consisting of neighborhoods of the diagonal

A in SXS. Therefore il fQC, then/ is uniformly continuous with re-

spect to U. We let t] and w denote open symmetric neighborhoods of

A. U is directed by inclusion and we shall denote limits by lim^A.

Given aQS, let r¡(a)= {b: (a, b)Qrj} and n(A) =Uaex r¡(a) for A QS.

Note that v(A) is always an open set in 5. The 77-rim about A is de-

fined as R(A,n) = Aer\v(A). We write g Q R(A,r¡) if g(x) = 0,

xQR(A, 77). Thus gQR(A, r¡) if g has its support in R(A, 77). Given

h real, we write gQR(A, n, h) if gQR(A, 77) and ||g|| g | h\. We let

P(A, w, h) denote the set of fQC such that ||/|| 5S | h\ ; there exists

Vf such that VfO-raQw and f(s)= h for sQC\(nf(A)); and/(s)=0 for

sQw(A)c. Briefly, fQP(A, w, h) means/ has height h on a closed

neighborhood of A and/ is zero off of w(A). Given disjoint closed sets

Fiand F2, we let u Q C denote a function such that O^m^ 1, u(Fi) = 1,

and m(F2) =0. The existence of u is guaranteed by Urysohn's Lemma.

We shall now give an outline of the stages in the proof and shall

indicate the lemmas in [2] corresponding to each stage.

It is first shown that lim^A <p(f) =\h(A) exists for/£P(^4, w, h)

under the assumption 0(0) =0 (Lemmas 1-3). It is then shown that

~hh(F), FQ3, defines a finitely-additive set function on the closed sets

ff (Lemma 4). Utilizing a standard method, we obtain XA=Xj"— Xj¡"

where X^ andXÄ~ are nonnegative, finitely-additive set functions on 'S.

It is then shown that X¿" is a regular content on í with an identical

proof holding forX¿" (Lemmas5-14). ThusX»" and X¡¡ can be extended

to regular measures juj¡" and u¿" on the Borel sets (B of S. Letting

Uh = Uh —ßnt we obtain a regular signed measure on (B such that

l*(F) =MF), FQS. We define a measure M= Zi-i K+f%)M\ßH,\\,
where {hi} is a countable dense set of reals and \\uki\\ is the total varia-

tion of pthi. It follows that /¿»/¿A for each h (Lemma 16). Thus the

Radon-Nikodym Theorem yields a kernel K(h, s) which is 03-

measurable in s for each h such that

¡ih(B) =  f K(h*B(s), s)ß(ds),
J s

where if/B is the characteristic function of BQ(S>. As in the proofs of
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Lemmas 10-12 [l],2 it can now be shown that there exist a measure

p.* and a kernel K*(h, s) satisfying (i)-(iv) of the above theorem such

that

Hh(B) = f K*(hMs), s)n*(ds),       B

Here £*(0, s) = 0 because we have assumed </>(0)=0. For fEC we

now define

4>i(f) =  f K*(f(s), s)u*(ds),

and show </>(/) —<pi(f) (Lemmas 17, 18). The assumption that 0(0) =0

is then easily removed.

We shall now prove the existence of lim„_¿ <p(f) =\h(A) where

fEP(A, h, w). The proof of Lemma 1 is immediate.

Lemma 1. Let A ES and r¡x o rjxEvï- If Fi = Cl(rji(A)) and F2=r¡2(A)c

then £1n£2 = 0.

Lemma 2. Let fEC, A ES, and wEU. If g*ER(A, w) and e>0
then there exists gEC and rjEU such that g has support in R(A, n)'

C\R(A, w) and \<p(j+g)-<p{f+g*)\ <e.

Proof. (Cl) implies that if ||g|| Ss||g*|| then there exists ô>0 such

that \\g—g*\\ ¿5 implies |<b(f+g) —<t>(f+g*)| áe. Choose 771 such that

(s, t)Er)x implies \g*(s)—g*(t)\ <5/2. Let r¡ satisfy r)or)EvxC\w. Set

Fx = Cl(r¡(A)) and £2= [(r¡ir\w)(A)]c; hence Lemma 1 implies 7Y~\£2

= 0. Choose uEC such that w(£i)=0 and u(F2)=l. Let g = ug*\

hence ||g||á||g*|| since ||«||=1. If sEFi then u(s)=0; hence g has

support in R(A, r})cr\R(F, w).IisEF2 then g(s) =g*(s). If s<£F2 then

there exists tEA such that (s, t)EwC\r]x; hence \g*(t)— g*(s)

= I g*(s) I Ú 3/2. Therefore | g(s) -g*(s)

||g-g*||gS; hence \<Kf+g)-d>(f+g*)

Lemma 3. Letf and A be as in Lemma 2. Then

lim       sup      \<b(f + g) - </>(/) I   = 0.
to—»A  o€.R(A,to,h)

Proof. Assume false. Therefore there exists e>0 such that for any

n there exists wEv and gG£(^4, w, h) such that |<f>(f+g) —<t>(f)\ >e.

1 The referee has pointed out that the proof of Lemma 11 [l] (also Lemma 2:

Additive functional on Lp spaces, Canad. J. Math. 18 (1966), 1264-1271) only

proves convergence in measure. However, the method of proof can be modified to

yield convergence a.e.

= I u(s)g*(s) ~g*(s) I á 5. Thus
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Choose wi and g*QR(A, wu h) such that \<p(f+g*)-</>(/)| >e. By
Lemma 2 there exists 771 and gi such that gi has support in R(A, 771)°

C\R(A, wi) and \<b(f+gi)— </>(/)| >e. Now there exists w2C»7iand

g%QR(A, Wi, h) such that \<f>(f+gt) -<p(f)\ >e. By Lemma 2 there
exists 772 and g2 such that g2 has support in R(A, r]2)cr\R(A, w2) and

\4>(f+gi)—(p(f)\ >e- Proceeding inductively, we obtain g,- with dis-

joint supports such that \<p(f+gi)— 4>(f)\ >e, 1 ̂ i^n. It is no loss of

generality to assume <p(f+gi) ~4>(f)>t (or < — e), l^i^n, for other-

wise we could choose a subsequence giit • ■ ■ , g,n. Now (C3) implies

4f + Z g) - *(/) = Z [*(/+ g.) - *(/)] > ne;
\        t=i    / ,=1

hence 0(/+ Z"=i &«') >0(f) +W€ f°r aU w- Since

/ + £ ft
<=i

(C2) is contradicted for n sufficiently large.

Remark. We shall now assume 0(0) = 0. (C3) then implies <M/i+/2)

= 0(fl)+0(f2)if/l/2 = O.

Lemma 4. LetfQP(A, w, h). Then lim„^A <p(f) =\k(A) exists.

Proof. It suffices to show that for e>0 there exists w such that

WxQw and w2Qw imply \<p(fi) — </>(/2)| <e where fiQP(A, Wi, h), i

= 1,2. By the above remark and Lemma 3 we can choose w' such that

g£7?(.4, w', h) implies \<b(g)\ <e/6. Let w satisfy wowQw'. Let Wi

and/,- be as above, i — 1, 2. Let v=Ví,^>[rlf1', hence/¿(i) =h for sQr¡(A),

i = 1,2. Lemma 3 implies there exists w* Qwi^r) such thatvQR(A,w*,h)

implies \(p(fi—v)— <p(fi)\ <e/3, i = l, 2. Let 771 satisfy 7710771CW* and

choose772,773, and774such that77<+io77í+iCt7í,¿=1,2,3. Let 7\ = Cl(774(^4 ))

and Fi=r¡i(A)c. Lemma 1 implies Fir\r)¡i(A)c = 0. Let«i(Fi) = l and

Ui^A)") =0. Lemma 1 also implies C\(y]ï(A))r\Fi=-0. Let u2(F2) = 1

and U2(Cl(rj2(A))) =0. We note that UiU2 = 0. Since 773O? and fi(s)=h

for sQn(A) and Ui(s) =0 for 5^773(^4), we have U\U = hu\, i=l, 2. Let

y¿= (ui+u^)fi = hui+gi where g¿ = M2f¡, t = l, 2. Since uiUi = 0 we have

0(y,) =<p(hui) +<p(gi),i = 1,2; hence 10(yO -<?>(y2) | g 1<Kgi)| +10(g2) |.
We let Vi=fi—yi; hence y¿=/<—»«. We have p,= (l — Mi — m2)/<; hence

z)<(5)^0 only if sQF¡r\F¡. Now

Fei n f2 = ci(t,i(^))c n iji(i4) c ¿c n ^xC^) = j?(^, m) c a(¿, »•);

hence | <£(y <)—<£(/<) | <e/3 by choice of w*. Since gi = M2/<, we have

= 11/11 + I *
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gi(s)=0 ii sECl(r¡2(A)). Also g<(s)=0 if sQw(A). Hence gi(s)^0

only if sECl(r]2(A)yr\w(A). Now

ci(V2(A)y n w(A) c A°r\w(A) = r(a,w) er(a,w')-

hence |<£(g¿)| <e/6 by choice of w'. Therefore we conclude

I 4>(fx) - 4>(h) I

^ I <b(fx) - <t>(yx) I + I <t>(yx) - <t>(y2) \ + | <^(y2) - <t>(f2) \

< e/3 + I <t>(gx) I   + I *(&) I   + e/3 < e.

We have now verified the existence of \h(A), A ES, for each h. The

remainder of the proof follows [2] as outlined above with appropriate

translation into uniformity notation.
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